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ABSTRACT Workflow scheduling is crucial to the efficient operation of cloud platforms, and has attracted

a lot of attention. Up to now, many algorithms have been reported to schedule workflows with budget

constraints, so as to optimize workflows’ makespan on cloud resources. Nevertheless, the hourly-based

billing model in cloud computing is an ongoing challenge for workflow scheduling that easily results in

higher makespan or even infeasible solutions. Besides, due to data constraints among workflow tasks, there

must be a lot of idle slots in cloud resources. Few works adequately exploit these idle slots to duplicate tasks’

predecessors to shorten their completion time, thereby minimizing workflow’s makespan while ensuring its

budget constraint. Motivated by these, we propose a task duplication based scheduling algorithm, namely

TDSA, to optimize makespan for budget-constrained workflows in cloud platforms. In TDSA, two novel

mechanisms are devised: 1) a dynamic sub-budget allocation mechanism, it is responsible for recovering

unused budget of scheduled workflow tasks and redistributing remaining budget, which is conducive to

using more expensive/powerful cloud resources to accelerate completion time of unscheduled tasks; and

2) a duplication-based task scheduling mechanism, which strives to exploit idle slots on resources to

selectively duplicate tasks’ predecessors, such advancing these tasks’ completion time while trying to

ensuring their sub-budget constraints. At last, we carry out four groups of experiments, three groups on

randomly generated workflows and another one on actual workflows, to compare the proposed TDSA with

four baseline algorithms. Experimental results confirm that the TDSA has an overwhelming superiority

in advancing the workflows’ makespan (up to 17.4%) and improving the utilization of cloud computing

resources (up to 31.6%).

INDEX TERMS

Cloud computing, task duplication, workflow scheduling, resource provision, heuristic mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a new computing paradigm, cloud computing provides

end-users with highly scalable applications, platforms, and

hardware as services through the Internet [1]. In this

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was P.K. Gupta.

paradigm, end-users can access resources on-demand using

the ‘‘pay-as-you-go’’ mode, and just pay for their actual

resource usage, thus significantly reducing the cost and

operation expenses [2]. Relying on these advantages, cloud

computing developed rapidly in recent years, and has been

widely used for processing big data applications coming from

various fields, such as astronomy [3], [4], healthcare [5],
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bioinformatics [6], intelligent transportation [7], and Internet

of Things [8], [9].

In many fields, running big data applications often has

the following challenging characteristics. An application

involves a series of interdependent stages, and each stage

contains a large number of independent tasks, where there

exist data interactions among tasks belonging to different

stages [10], [11]. For instance, an image processing appli-

cation can be divided into many dependent stages, such

as preprocess, segment, and object classification [12], [13].

Each stage contains a large number of tasks, and the input data

of these tasks is the output data of the tasks in the previous

stage [13]. These applications are termed as workflows

in distributed community [14], and one workflow can be

formulated as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where nodes

stand for its tasks and edges indicate the data dependencies

among tasks [15].

Workflow scheduling is of importance to achieve high

performance for heterogeneous cloud platforms [16], and

it includes two inseparable segments, i.e., resource pro-

visioning and task scheduling [17]. The former refers to

the decision of resource enrolling, including type, quantity,

and usage time [18]. The latter is to map all tasks to the

enrolled resources and sort tasks on each resource. It has

been deeply recognized that workflow scheduling is essential

for efficient operation of cloud computing platforms, such as

shortening makespan of workflows, ensuring users’ budget

constraints, and improving resource utilization. Generally,

scheduling workflows in cloud is NP-complete [2], [19].

A workflow contains hundreds or even more tasks, and the

feasible solution space on elastic cloud platforms increases

exponentially with the number of tasks, so searching the

optimal schedule is often prohibitively expensive. Therefore,

designing heuristic algorithms with low-complexities has

become an attractive choice to generate quick and efficient

schedules within reasonable time [11], [20].

Budget constraint has become one of the major concerns

for implementing workflows on cloud computing [17], [21],

[22]. In recent years, a series of works on scheduling

budget-constrained workflows in clouds have been pub-

lished [16], [20], [23]–[28]. For instance, Arabnejad et al.

designed a deadline-budget constrained workflow scheduling

algorithm with low time-complexity to search feasible

schedules accomplishing both constraints of deadline and

budget [29]. Faragardi et al. developed a greedy resource

provisioning mechanism to extend the classical Hetero-

geneous Earliest-Finish-Time (HEFT) algorithm [30] to

minimize workflows’ makespan while ensuring their budget

constraints [14]. Sun et al. considered both the budget

and deadline constraints of workflows, and defined a new

sub-deadline for each task to improve the HEFT method

for workflow scheduling [31]. Rizvi et al. designed a fair

scheduling algorithm for shortening workflows’ makespan

while ensuring their budget constraints [32]. Zuo et al.

developed a time- and cost-first mechanism to improved

the ant colony optimization based scheduling approach for

optimizing task finish time and cost when considering their

deadline and cost constraints [33]. Zhou et al. defined a

balance factor for workflow tasks based on their optimistic

spare deadlines and budgets, and designed a resource selec-

tion approach for workflow tasks to improve the possibility of

ensuring workflows’ deadline and budget requirements [34].

Nevertheless, these existing works ignore the time slots

in resources left by data dependencies among workflow

tasks, and do not exploit the advantages of task duplication

to enhance tasks’ start and finish time. Besides, due to

the heterogeneous and diverse workflow structure, how to

distribute the overall budget of a workflow to all its tasks is

an ongoing challenge.

Until now, some task duplication/replication-based

scheduling approaches have been proposed for scheduling

workflows in cloud computing [25], [35]–[37]. For instance,

Casas et al. designed a file reuse-replication scheduling

approach to divide a workflow into many sub-workflows

and employ file replication mechanisms to reduce the

number of files transferred among tasks, such making a

trade-off between makespan time and cost [38]. To ensure

reliability constraints or improve the fault-tolerant capacity,

task replication mechanisms were designed for scheduling

workflows in cloud computing [39]–[41]. But, these two

works did not consider the budget constraint of workflows,

and the task replication mechanisms tend to replicate most

tasks multiple times, regardless of whether existing slots are

available, which increases resource usage significantly and

makes it easier to cost more than workflows’ budget. Besides,

to relieve the waste of time slots in resources, Chen et al.

designed a task duplication based scheduling approach to

alleviate the time overheads of data encryption for a single

workflow having security or deadline requirements but

without any budget constraints [2], [10].

Due to the data constraints between tasks, even with effi-

cient workflow scheduling algorithms, there will inevitably

be a lot of time slots on heterogeneous cloud resources.

It is important to note that if a task runs on the same

resource as its precursor, the task can use this precursor’s

output data directly, without data transfer. Thus, duplicating

the precursors of a task to existing time slots on the same

resource can avoid the data transfer delay to advance this

task’s start and finish time without additional resource usage.

So it motivates us to explore how to duplicate the precursors

when scheduling a task, so as to advance its start/finish time

and improve resource utilization.

Besides, users typically specify the budget for the entire

workflow, not for individual tasks. However, workflow

scheduling needs to be done task by task. So when scheduling

a task, how much budget can be used to improve its start

and completion time without causing all the tasks to cost

more than the budget is also a challenge. So it motivates us

to explore how to reasonably allocate a sub-budget for each

task.

Keep the aforementioned twomotivations inmind, to mini-

mize makespan for workflows under budget limits, we design
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a task duplication based workflow scheduling algorithm with

the following two new contributions.

(1) We design a budget allocation mechanism to dynam-

ically distribute sub-budgets for all the un-scheduled work-

flow tasks. This mechanism is able to not only avoid single

task costing too much to ensure workflow’s overall budget

constraint, but also recover unused sub-budget of scheduled

tasks to use more expensive/powerful cloud resources to

accelerate completion of unscheduled tasks.

(2) A duplication-based task scheduling mechanism is

designed to asymptotically duplicate a task’s precursors to

the existing time slots on the same resource, such advancing

its completion time while trying to ensuring its sub-budget

constraint. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is

verified by comparing it with the four baseline algorithms on

the context of various scenarios.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II

describes the optimization problem of scheduling workflows

in cloud computing. Then, the proposed scheduling algorithm

is detailed in Section III, followed by the experimental

verification of the algorithm in Section IV. Next, Section IV

concludes this article and presents two points worthy of

further research.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we introduce the models for elastic heteroge-

neous cloud resources, workflow, and optimization problems.

A. CLOUD PLATFORM

Similar to [14], [42], [43], this article also pays close attention

to the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) mode. In this mode,

various types of resources are provided, and each type of

resource share the same configurations, such as price, CPU,

memory size, bandwidth, etc. Suppose that the cloud platform

provides m types of resources, the set U = {1, 2, · · · ,m}

represents all resource types, in which u ∈ U indicates the

u-th type. For a resource type, its price is expressed as Pr(u).

In cloud computing, the cost of using resources is calculated

on an hourly-based cost model. For instance, the price of the

first resource type is $0.35 per hour. If one resource with the

first type is used for 61 minutes, the cost is $0.70.

Thanks to the elasticity of cloud resources, the number

of each type of resources can be increased and decreased

according to the actual workload. Then, we employ the

symbol ruk to indicate the k-th resource, whose type is u.

B. WORKFLOW

Workflow is an application composed of a set of

data-dependent tasks, and can be indicated as a directed

acyclic graph DAG = {T ,E,B}, in which T and E

respectively denote the set of tasks and edges among tasks,

and B denotes the overall budget. Furthermore, T can be

detailed as T = {t1, t2, · · · , tn}, where n refers to the number

of tasks. For a task ti ∈ T , the set of its direct precursors and

successors are denoted by P(ti) and S(ti), respectively.

For an edge ei,j ∈ E , it means that there exists data

dependence from task ti to task tj, that is to say, onlywhen task

ti has completed and its output data has reached the resource

of running task tj, task tj can start running. Then, the weight

w(ei,j) of the edge ei,j represents the amount of data being

transferred from ti and tj.

C. OPTIMIZATION MODEL

Since different types of resources have different processing

power, one task often exhibits different execution time on

different types of resources. The symbol ei,k is used to

represent the execution time of task ti on resource r
u
k .

To describe the heterogeneity of connection links among

cloud resources, we employ a matrixM with size |R|× |R| to

model the bandwidth between all pairs of resources, where |R|

denotes the number of enrolled resources. The element mi,j
indicates the bandwidth between resources ri and rj. Suppose

two tasks ti and tj run on distinct resources and the amount

of data between them is w(ei,j), the data transfer time dti,j
between them can be calculated as:

dti,j = △+
w(ei,j)

mr(ti),r(tj)
, (1)

where △ refers to the transmission startup time, r(ti) denotes

the index of resource running task ti.

When tasks ti and tj run on the same resources, the data

transfer time is assumed to be negligible. Thus, when r(ti) =

r(tj), dti,j = 0 [44].

Due to the data dependencies amongworkflow tasks, a task

ti can start running after all its direct precursors have been

completed and output data of these precursors have been

received. Then, it leads to the following constraint:

sti,r(ti) ≥ max
tp∈P(ti)

{ctp,r(tp) + dtp,i}, (2)

where sti,r(ti) and ctp,r(tp) respectively denotes the start and

completion time of tasks on corresponding resources.

To ensure the budget constraint for running workflow,

it comes the following constraint:

|R|∑

k=1

Pr(ruk ) · wpk ≤ B, (3)

where R represents the set of resources enrolled to execute

the workflow, and wpk denotes the enrollment period of the

k-th resource.

On the basis of the data dependencies and budget con-

straints in (2) and (3), this attempts to minimize workflows’

makespan. For a workflow, its makespan refers to the

maximum completion time of all tasks. Then, we get the

optimization objective as follows:

Min max
ti∈T
{cti,r(ti)}. (4)

III. ALGORITHM DESIGN

How to minimize workflows’ makespan while ensuring their

budget constraints is an ongoing challenge. In this section,
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a task duplication based workflow scheduling algorithm,

namely TDSA, is designed, as illustrated in Algorithm 1.

The TDSA strives to fully exploit existing time slots

and dynamically re-allocate unused budget to advance the

start/completion time of workflow tasks, so as to optimize the

makespan of workflows while satisfying their budgets.

Algorithm 1 Overall Process of TDSA

Input: A workflow G = (T ,E,B); a set of available

resource types U ;

Output: A schedule for the workflow;

1 R← ∅;

2 Ts← ∅;

3 Tu← T ;

4 Tr ← Select the tasks without any precursors;

5 remB← B;

6 usedC ← 0;

7 Trigger DistrSubBudget() to distribute subbudgets for all

the tasks in Tu;

8 while Tu is not empty do

9 Tn← ∅;

10 for ti ∈ Tr do

11 [R,mC]← Schedule ti by TaskSchedule();

12 usedC ← usedC + mC ;

13 for ts ∈ Suc(ti) do

14 if All the predecessors of ts have been

scheduled then

15 Tn← Tn
⋃
{ts};

16 Ts← Ts
⋃
Tr ;

17 Tu← Tu \ Tr ;

18 Tr ← Tn;

19 remB← B− usedC ;

20 Trigger DistrSubBudget() to distribute subbudgets

for all the tasks in Tu;

As shown in Algorithm 1, the inputs of TDSA are a

workflow and the set of resource types. After optimization,

its output is the schedule for this workflow, mainly including

a set of resources used for executing this workflow; mapping

between workflow tasks and resources; and task sequencing

on each resource.

Before starting, the set of enrolled resources is first

initialized as an empty set (line 1). To distinguish the status

of tasks during the scheduling process, symbols Ts and

Tu are respectively used to represent the set of scheduled

and unscheduled tasks (lines 2-3). The Tr represents the

set of tasks being ready for scheduling, and all the tasks

having not predecessor are selected to initialize it (line 4).

After initializing the remaining budget remB and used

cost usedC so far, the function DistrSubBudget() will be

triggered to allocate sub-budget for each unscheduled tasks.

Then, the TDSA goes into the optimization loop, constantly

updating the sub-budgets for unscheduled tasks (line 11) and

mapping tasks to resources (line 20).

The optimization loop will repeat the following four steps

until all tasks have been scheduled. (1) An empty set Tn
is initialized to record tasks that become ready during this

iteration (line 9). When a task has no precursors or all of its

precursors have been mapped to resources, it is called a ready

task in this article. (2) The ready tasks in Tr are scheduled by

function TaskSchedule(), detailed in Algorithm 3, in an one

by one way (lines 10-12). Once a task is scheduled, the set

of enrolled resources and the marginal cost of completing

the task will be returned (line 11). Besides, some successor

tasks of the scheduled task may become ready, and they

will be selected to update the set Tn (lines 13-15). (3) After

all the tasks in Tr are scheduled, the scheduled task set,

unscheduled task set, the ready task set, and the remaining

budget will be updated (lines 16-19). (4) The sub-budgets

for all the unscheduled tasks will be re-allocated by function

DistrSubBudget(), as detailed in Algorithm 3.

FIGURE 1. A workflow instance.

To improve the readability of Algorithm 3, a workflow

instance is given in Figure 1 to illustrate some key concepts

and operations. Since task t1 has not precursor, it is a ready

task before scheduling. When the operation in line 5 is

performed, the set Tr is updated to Tr = {t1}. After task

t1 is scheduled, its two successor tasks t2 and t3 become

ready. Then, by performing the operations from line 13 to

15, the set Tn will record these two ready tasks as Tn =

{t2, t3}. Next, by performing the operations from line 16 to

18, the set of scheduled tasks Ts will be updated as Ts = {t1},

the set of un-scheduled tasks Tu will be updated as Tu =

{t2, t3, t4, t5, t6}, and the set of ready tasks Tr is updated as

Tr = {t2, t3}.

Due to complexity in workflow topology and great

difference in both the size of data transferred among tasks

and the runtime of tasks, it is difficult or even impossible to

reasonably allocate the budget to all tasks at one time before

scheduling. Motivated by this, the proposed TDSA will

trigger the functionDistrSubBudget(), shown in Algorithm 2,

to fairly reallocate budget for all unscheduled tasks after

scheduling each batch of ready tasks. In this way, it is helpful

to timely correct the fluctuation of budget usage. When

allocating a sub-budget for a task, this function takes into

account both the runtime of this task and the amount of data

to receive.

For the function DistrSubBudget() in Algorithm 2, its

inputs are the set of unscheduled tasks and the remaining

budget so far, and the output is the updated sub-budgets for
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Algorithm 2 DistrSubBudget()

Input: The set of unscheduled tasks Tu; remaining

budget remB;

Output: Subbudgets of unscheduled tasks;

1 W ← 0;

2 for ti ∈ Tu do

3 w(ti)←
∑

tp∈Pred(ti)
w(ep,i)/m+ ei;

4 W ← W + w(ti);

5 for ti ∈ Tu do

6 b(ti)←
w(ti)
W
× remB;

all the unscheduled tasks. The symbolW is initialized as zero

to record the total weight of all the unscheduled tasks (line 1).

For a task, its weight is defined as the sum of data receiving

time and running time (line 3). After calculating the weights

of all unscheduled tasks, the remaining budget is distributed

fairly according to the weight ratio of these tasks (lines 5-6).

Since there is no data transmission among different tasks

on the same resources, and the data constraints among

tasks cause a large number of time slots on resources, then

duplicating the precursors of a task to the same resource is

conducive to simultaneously improving its start/completion

time and monetary cost. Based on this, we design a task

scheduling mechanism based on task duplication in the

function TaskSchedule(). As shown in Algorithm 3, its inputs

are: the task ti waiting to be scheduled and its sub-budget,

the available resources, and resource types. Then, the outputs

of this function are: the set of updated resources, and the

marginal cost of executing the task ti.

At first, four parameters are initialized (lines 1-2), in which

r∗ is used to record the selected resource, minFT and

minC respectively represent the minimum completion time

and cost, and Dup represents the duplication plan of the

precursors of task ti. Then, this function tries to choose

a resource that can complete task ti under its sub-budget

constraint with the minimum completion time (lines 8-11).

If no such a resource is feasible, the one that takes the

minimum marginal monetary cost is chosen (Line 12-14).

When searching an available resource for task ti, function

TaskSchedule() asymptotically selects the precursor with the

latest arrival time of output data (lines 15-19), and then

duplicates the selected precursor to a feasible time slot of

the same resource as the task ti (lines 20-23). The above

task duplication operation will be iterated until the selected

precursor has been mapped to this resource (line 27) or no

time slot on the resource is feasible for task ti (line 25).

After checking all the available resources, function

TaskSchedule() attempts to add a new resource to enhance

task completion time within the sub-budget (lines 31-33),

or complete this task spending as little as possible

(lines 34-35). The parameter u∗ is used to record the selected

resource type.

Algorithm 3 TaskSchedule()

Input: A workflow task, denoted as ti; sub-budget b(ti);

the set of available resources R; a set of

available resource types U ;

Output: The set of available resources R; marginal cost

mC of executing ti;

1 r∗←NULL; minFT ←+∞;

2 minC ←+∞; Dup← ∅;

3 for rk ∈ R do

4 tempDup← ∅;

5 while TRUE do

6 cti,k ← Get finish time of ti on rk ;

7 marC ← Get margical cost of ti on rk ;

8 if marC < b(ti) then

9 if cti,k < minFT then

10 minFT ← cti,k ;

11 r∗← rk ; Dup← tempDup;

12 else if marC < minC then

13 minC ← marC ;

14 r∗← rk ; Dup← tempDup;

15 bp(ti)← NULL; latAT ← 0;

16 for tp ∈ Pred(ti) do

17 tempAT ← ctp,r(p) + dtr(p),k ;

18 if tempAT > latAT then

19 bp(ti)← tp; latAT ← tempAT ;

20 if bp(ti) 6= NULL
∧
bp(ti) is not on rk then

21 slot ← Find a feasible time slot for bp(ti) on

rk ;

22 if slot is not empty then

23 tempDup← tempDup
⋃
{(bp(ti), slot)};

24 else

25 BREAK;

26 else

27 BREAK;

28 u∗← NULL;

29 for u ∈ U do

30 [cti,k ,marC]← Get finish time and margical cost of

ti on a new resource with type u;

31 if marC < b(ti) then

32 if cti,k < minFT then

33 minFT ← cti,k ; u∗← u;

34 else if marC < minC then

35 minC ← marC ; u∗← u;

36 if u∗ 6= NULL then

37 r
u∗
|R|+1← Rent a new resource with type u∗;

38 R← R
⋃
{r
u∗
|R|+1};

39 Allocate task ti to resource r
u∗
|R|+1;

40 else

41 Append ti to the task queue on resource r∗;

42 Duplicate ti’s predecessors according to Dup;
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If adding a new resource is a better choice, i.e., u∗ 6= NULL

(line 36), a resource with the selected type will be enrolled,

and task ti will be mapped to this new resource (line 39).

Otherwise, the task will be mapped to the selected resource

(line 41), and its precursors will be duplicated according to

the duplication plan Dup (line 42).

To show the advantages of task duplication basedworkflow

scheduling mechanism, the workflow in Figure 1 is taken

as an example to compare the makespan and cost of

executing this workflow with and without task duplication.

For simplicity, assume that there is only one type of resource,

denoted as 1, and its price is $0.5/h. The main parameters

of workflow, including task runtime and data transfer time

among tasks, are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The symbol −

in Table 2 denotes that there is no data transfer between the

corresponding two tasks. The numerical value represents the

data transfer time from a task to its successor (abbreviated to

Succ.) when they are not on the same resource. For instance,

the value 0.3 in the third column of the second row indicates

the data transfer time from task t1 to task t2. The schedules

for the workflow without and with task duplication are given

in Figure 2 (a) and (b), respectively.

TABLE 1. Runtime (h) of tasks on the most powerful resource.

TABLE 2. Data transfer time (h) between tasks.

FIGURE 2. Gantt charts for workflow scheduling results.

Suppose tasks t1, t2, and t4 have been scheduled to resource

r12 , while tasks t3 and t6 have been scheduled to resource r11 .

Since the tasks t1, t2, and t4 are on the same resource, there

is no data transmission between them, and the completion

time of task t4 is 0.4 hour. Besides, since task t3 needs to

wait for the output data of task t2 to pass from resource r12
to resource r11 , the start time of task t3 is delayed to 0.2 hour.

Then, the completion time of task t6 is 0.7 hour.

If task t5 is directly scheduled to resource r12 , waiting for

output data of task t3 will delay its start time to 0.9 hours.

Then, themakespan of the workflow is 1.1 hours. The number

of time periods for renting resources is 3, and the cost is 3×

0.5 = $1.5.

When the precursor t3 of task t5 is duplicated to resource

r12 , task t5 can directly use the output data of backup task t3 to

avoid the delay caused by data transmission. Then, the start

time of task t5 is enhanced to 0.6 hours. The makespan of the

workflow is 0.8 hours. Besides, the number of time periods

for renting resources is 2, and the cost is 2× 0.5 = $1.0.

Compared with the scheduling results in Figure 2 (a) and

figure (b), we can see the advantages of task duplication in

reducing makespan and cost of workflows.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

In this section, extensive comparative experiments are

conducted to testify the effectiveness of our proposal,

i.e., TDSA. The compared algorithms include TDSA-N-DB,

GRP-HEFT [14], FBCWS [32], and EFT-MER [44].

The TDSA-N-DB is a variant of the proposed TDSA.

Differing from TDSA, the TDSA-N-DB does not employ

the dynamic sub-budget allocation mechanism, and just

fairly allocates sub-budgets for all the workflow tasks

before scheduling. By comparing TDSA with TDSA-N-DB,

the effects of the proposed dynamic sub-budget allocation

mechanism on the overall performance will be highlighted.

The GRP-HEFT and FBCWS are two recent works on

budget-constrainedworkflow scheduling in cloud computing,

and we choose them as representatives of state-of-the-art

algorithms. The EFT-MER is a popular workflow scheduling

algorithm for optimizing the makespan.

Due to various workflows that will be employed to

compare the above five algorithms, it is irrational to compare

workflows’ makespans. Another option is to normalize

workflows’ makespan before comparison. For a workflow, its

normalized makespan is defined as follows:

NM (DAG) =

max
ti∈T
{cti,r(ti)}

∑
ti∈CPT

bei
, (5)

where CPT refers to the set of tasks in the critical path of the

workflow when ignoring the data transfer time among tasks,

bei denotes the minimal execution time of task ti.

Resource utilization refers to the ratio of the time resources

spend performing workflow tasks to the total time resources

are used. It is also one of the key indicators to measure the

performance of workflow scheduling algorithms for cloud

platforms, and we also employ it to compare the performance

of the five scheduling algorithms.
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A. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Referring to works [2], [45], the synthetic workflows are

randomly produced according to the following attributes:

1) the number of workflow tasks; 2) tasks’ execution time,

denoted as RunTimeBase in second; 3) ratio of transmission

to computing time CCR; 4) parallelism factor; 5) task’s out-

degree.

In addition, the parameter BudgetBase is used to control

workflows’ budgets, which can be computed as follows.

B = BudgetBase× minCost(DAG), (6)

where minCost(DAG) denotes the cost of executing all the

workflow tasks on the cheapest resources.

The resource types in cloud computing are set based on

Amazon EC2 instances, six resource types are employed,

as given in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Main parameters for different resource types.

For each experimental setup, the six workflow scheduling

algorithms are repeated 51 times independently, and the

average values, upper and lower bounds are plotted.

B. PERFORMANCE VS. BUDGET

To assess the effects of workflow budget on algorithms’

performance, in this subsection, we adjust the budget control

parameter BudgetBase from 1.1 to 3.0, and compare the

performance of the proposed TDSA with the other four

algorithms in terms of normalized makespan and resource

utilization. The comparison results are plotted in Fig. 3.

It can be seen from Figure 3 (a) that with the increase of

parameter BudgetBase, the normalized makespan of the five

algorithms, i.e., TDSA, TDSA-N-DB, GRP-HEFT, FBCWS,

and EFT-MER, shows a downward trend on the whole.

This is because the larger the parameter BudgetBase is,

the workflows will have higher budgets. Then, scheduling

algorithms can select more powerful resources to perform

workflow tasks. In addition, the proposed algorithm TDSA

and its variant TDSA-N-DB generate schedules with much

lower makespan than that of the other three existing workflow

scheduling algorithms. This can be attributed to the fact that

task duplication mechanism in TDSA and TDSA-N-DB can

effectively advanceworkflow tasks’ completion time and thus

shorten the makespan of the entire workflow. The difference

between TDSA and TDSA-N-DB is that TDSA-N-DB does

not use the dynamic sub-budget allocation mechanism. It can

be seen from Figure 3 (a) that TDSA performs better

FIGURE 3. Effects of BudgetBase.

than TDSA-N-DB in terms of normalized makespan. These

comparison results demonstrate that the proposed dynamic

sub-budget allocation mechanism in this article is beneficial

to shorten workflows’ makespan.

As shown in Figure 3 (b), resource utilization increases

with the increase of parameter BudgetBase. For example,

when increasing parameter BudgetBase from 1.1 to 3.0,

the resource utilization of the algorithm TDSA increases

from 0.81 to 0.86. This is because with higher budgets

for workflows, the choice space of each workflow task in

the heterogeneous cloud environment becomes larger, which

is conducive to improving resource utilization. Besides,

the resource utilization of the three compared algorithms,

GRP-HEFT, FBCWS, and EFT-MER, increases faster than

TDSA, TDSA-N-DB. The main reason is that when the

budget is low, the resource utilization of these three

algorithms is very low, and their improvement space is

large.

C. PERFORMANCE VS. DATA TRANSFER TIME

To examine the effects of data transfer time on the perfor-

mance of the five algorithms, the parameter CCR is increased

from 0.1 to 2.0 with the step size of 0.1 in this subsection.

The normalized makespan and resource utilization of the five
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FIGURE 4. Effects of CCR.

algorithms, i.e., TDSA, TDSA-N-DB, GRP-HEFT, FBCWS,

and EFT-MER, are provided in Fig. 4.

As shown in Figure 4 (a), workflows’ normalized

makespan increases with the increase of parameter CCR.

This can be explained as the larger the parameter CCR is,

the larger the amount of data among workflow tasks is, and

the longer the data transfer time is, resulting in the longer

workflows’ makespan. Similar to Figure 3 (a), the normalized

makespan generated by the algorithm proposed in this article

is much better than that of the other three existing scheduling

algorithms, and with the increase of parameter CCR, the gap

becomes larger.

From Figure 4 (b), we can observe that resource utilization

of all the five scheduling algorithms shows a downward

trend. This is because, with the increase of data size among

workflow tasks, the time slot between tasks will be expanded.

Then, among the five scheduling algorithms, the proposed

TDSA achieves the best performance overall.

D. PERFORMANCE VS. TASK RUNTIME

Task runtime is also one of the important parameters for

workflows. In this section, the parameter RunTimeBase is

increased from 150 to 1100 seconds to compare the five

algorithms’ performance in terms of normalized makespan

and resource utilization.

FIGURE 5. Effects of RunTimeBase.

TABLE 4. The main parameters of actual workflows.

Although with the increase of RunTimeBase, the resource

requirements of both a single workflow task and whole

workflow increase, due to the scalability of cloud computing

resources, the normalized makespan of the five algorithms

basically remains unchanged, as shown in Figure 5 (a). In this

group of comparison results, the proposed algorithm and

its variant are still far superior to the other three compared

algorithms.

As illustrated in Figure 5 (b), the resource utilization

of the five algorithms basically remains stable with the

increase of parameter RunTimeBase. Although the runtime
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FIGURE 6. Examples of actual workflows.

TABLE 5. Experimental results based on actual workflow traces.

of a single task becomes longer with larger RunTimeBase,

when the parameter CCR is fixed, the data transfer time

among tasks also increases correspondingly, and the time

slots on resources is correspondingly lengthened. In addition,

for the indicator resource utilization, the proposed TDSA on

average is 4.34%, 29.62%, 28.11%, and 29.07% higher than

algorithms TDSA-N-DB, GRP-HEFT, FBCWS, and EFT-

MER, respectively.

E. RESULTS BASED ON REAL-WORLD WORKFLOW TRACES

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed mechanisms

in practical applications, the five workflow scheduling

algorithms are compared in the context of five classes of

workflows coming from various fields such as Montage

(astronomy), Inspiral (gravitational-wave physics), Cyber-

Shake (earthquake science), Sipht (bioinformatics), and

Epigenomics (DNA sequence) [46]. The topologies of

workflows belonging to these five classes are shown Figure 6.

From these examples, we can observe that these workflows

cover various kinds of complex task dependencies.

For each type of workflow, two kinds of instances with the

medium and large scale of tasks are adopted. The number

of tasks is around 100 for medium scale workflows, while

that is around 1000 for large scale workflow. Some relevant

parameters of these workflows are summarized in Table 4.

Besides, the following three main parameters of workflows

are summarized: (1) the total amount of data that needs to be

transferred among workflow tasks, (2) the number of edges

among tasks, (3) and mean execution time of workflow tasks.

In the context of these actual workflows, the comparison

results are given in Table 5.

As illustrated in Table 5, the proposed TDSA ismuch better

than the three existing scheduling algorithms, i.e., GRP-

HEFT, FBCWS, and EFT-MER, in terms of both the

normalized makespan and resource utilization. For the

workflow Epigenomics, the superiority of the algorithm

TDSA over the GRP-HEFT, FBCWS, and EFT-MER is more

obvious. The main reason is that this class of workflows

is data-intensive, and the data transfer time among tasks is

much longer than tasks’ runtime. The comparison results

on workflow Epigenomics demonstrate the effectiveness

of the proposed task duplication mechanism in scheduling

data-intensive workflows.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have studied the problem of workflow

scheduling on heterogeneous cloud resources, and designed

a task duplication based scheduling algorithm to exploit

the existing time slots on resources to advance workflow

tasks’ start/completion time, while ensuring the budgets

of workflows. Moreover, a dynamic sub-budget allocation

mechanism was designed and embedded into the proposed

algorithm to support accurate use of budget. At last,

we assessed the proposed scheduling algorithm by comparing

it with four baseline algorithms in the context of both

synthetic and real-world workflows. The comparison results
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demonstrated the superiority of the proposed algorithm in

terms of normalized makespan and resource utilization.

The running time of workflow tasks and the amount of

data transferred among workflow tasks are highly uncertain.

Future efforts can be dedicated to dealing with uncertain-

ties in workflow scheduling. Evolutionary computing has

shown strong search capacity in many optimization fields.

How to design problem-specific evolutionary optimization

mechanisms to solve workflow scheduling problems in cloud

computing also worths future direction.
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